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VicBy Karen WiIIKINSON .:aing to. 1992 National

Starr Writer

tim’s Center report.
Seventy-eight percent

oth reported rape and
hate crimes on campus
have increased compared to the 2002 school year.
Two
acquaintance
rape
first
the
within
cases occurred
two months of the semester,
up from zero in 2002, according to university police.
Hate-motivated crimes and
incidents have doubled in
comparison to one case reported last year. This semester
a violent crime was committed
against someone for their reli-

sexual assaults are committed
by someone the victim knows,
according to the Web site. Al-

underreported,”
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enforcement, according to ww
w.protectionageinetcrime.com. If
crimes are not reported, the
statistics are not a reflection

223A%

of reality.
Sentord has met with three
victims of rape this semester,

one of whom was victim of a
The biggest commonality is

alcohol, Sanford says. “Alco-

hol impairs judgment and facilitates putting yourself in bad
situations.”

percent

i ie

SS

ford said.
Only 5 percent of all sexu-

Seventy-five
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says Jennifer Sanford, the
training director of Counseling
and Psychological Services,
who also counsels students.
“Sexual assaults are noto-

rime
we ee

Crime, continued on page 7

Og

Police Chief Robert Foster says the “HSU 2002 Crime
Statistics and Security Policies
Report” is accurate as far as
reported crimes, but noted it
may only represent a small
percentage of crimes committed.
“Of course it's not accurate,” Foster said, “This is
what's reported to the police.”
There is very little discussion about rape in society,

ss
aes

entation.

+

crime was committed against
someone for their sexual ori-

c
Came Esgarse
Gratayphi

gious beliefs, and a nonviolent

percentage of crimes committed against people on campus, Foster says.
Foster says cracking down
on drug and alcoho! violations
directly influences the incidence of crime on campus.
In 2002, drug and alcohol violations increased dramatically from previous years.
There were 28 drug violations,
compared to’17 in 2001 and
20 liquor violations, compared
to eight in 2001.
“By paying special attention
to drug and alcohol issues we
have some impact on maintaining a relatively safe environment here on campus,”
Foster said. Cooperation with
those who are required to report crime, such as HSU faculty and staff, has helped boost

NAS

cohol and drugs fuel a large
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of

male students and 55 percent

Of female students involved in
aquaintance rape had been
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drinking or using drugs, ac-
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Cut the Costot
» Enjoy a room of your own

» Pay as little as $330 per
month including utilities

» Get free internet
access &
lab
use our computer

» Stay close to HSU, the
Plaza
and on the bus

line

» . teaching Stig
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~- Jo and taught near there, still

455 Union Street
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_

822-1909
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teaching im the same.,classroom: structure, fades one

©. through eight,

Coppini stopped teaching
after -her second year, . after
marrying Leo Coppini on Aug.
16, 1924, They ran the Coppini

Student Art Shows
iy

October

Dairy Farm until her husband's

death in 1962. She ‘now lives
with her son. Francis Coppini

- and his wife oni in Ferndale.
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Proud sponsors of the 1st Amendment
‘Lt the moment ofanuenneing thecouple wed, a duck muackel, Krkitofer
WNeriom and Gretchen ‘

(Gretehen Kinny Newsom held a imall

dafecumal revoidten after the welding.

GET READY FOR HALLOWEEN
Come in and pre-order
your costume!
Tons of costume accessories and tights in stock!
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Come check out our HUGE selection of Discs!
Over 600 discs in stock!
We are a Par Infinity Supporter!
Members
receive a 10% discount

We do Custom orders and Glass repairs!
Join us ~ October 3ist ~ Halloween Party!
+

Trick or treating ~ Live music ~ Free Raffle

Costume Contest ~ Food and Drink ~ SALE .

Goewehen Kinney: Newsom planned fer the
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for 0 yewr,
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a trip
Chins
al
HSU prepares | ocfor

fice could refer business owners to courseson

By |Kimberly Thorpe

campus for extended education and preparation.
~ Despite the short notice, nine people showed
up for the workshop — including local business
owners who will be leaving today to attend the
Hebei Economic and Trade Fair in Langfang

idea grew from snatches of conversation during a Eureka Chamber of Commerce meeting when Maggie Gainer
heard local business owners discussing their
City, China. Among them is Dave Spreen, presiupcoming trip to China.
dent-of Dave Spreen Enterprises, who is travelished
establ
Gainer, director of HSU’s newly
ing to China for the seventh time in five years.
Office for Economic and Community Develop“| have a more all-around understanding of
to
ment, saw an opportunity to put the office
Chinese history, culture and business climate,”
use — namely by preparing those business
he said afterward. “It's a really good prototype
owners for survival in a different culture and usfor this sort of liaison with the community.”
ing faculty resources to do it.
In addition to describing business practices
“| was thinking, part of the role of this office . in China, Wang and Zh@o discussed the social
is to connect community resources and people aspects of interacting with the Chinese culture
with university resources and people,” Gainer
— such as appropriate ways to address peosaid.
ple, bargaining at street markets and presenting and accepting gifts.
She contacted HSU professor Ray Wang and
For example, it is considZhao Zhuo of Gaia Travel
d
oun
-ar
all
e
mor
a
ered impolite to stare at
in Eureka, and the result “1 have

Te

eee

Ce

eae e nee

tly in the
ding Of Chinese someonewhen direcspea
tan
ers
und
n
ratio
prepa
ral
cultu
a
was
king to
and eyes
workshop held in the HSU
Student Business Services
Building Monday night.

The workshop was open

history,

culture

them.
George Johnson, a lo@_
S
business climate.
for cal businessman and HSU
prototype
really good
It’

-

alumnus, said the work
to local business owners
the shop was worthwhile from
wanting to develop trade this sort of liaison with
broadening
a culturally
opportunities and market community.”
perspective.
products internationally as
“A number of things I've
well as anyone interested
said. “It
Dave Spreen heard before,”oppohertun
in the Chinese culture.
ity to
an
just
was
s
President of Dave Spreen Enterprise
Wang, the director of
get a little more experithe Chinese language and
ence and background so |
culture program in the Dea fool
know what to encounter so | don't make
partment of World Languages and Cultures,
time to
of myself in public.”
presented the workshop without much
The Office for Economic and Community Deprepare.
rim disign
velopment began in the spring with inte
“It was very short notice, but it’s a good
departforming
rector Steve Hackett of the economics
that someone from Humboldt County is
The
er.
want to
ment. HSU hired Gainer over the summ
a delegation,” Wang said. “It shows we
developf.”
program, nicknamed the “economic
be part of China's new economic takeof
in

three

hours,

the

workshop

provided

a

history
crash course of Chinese culture — from
ms.
to climate to language and social custo
This workshop was the first of its kind.
out an
“We're experimenting — we'll send
said. “Then
evaluation after this is over,” Gainer
it further.”
we'll try to build on it and develop
, the ofShe added that with advance notice

ment

develops

portal”

project

and

internship

and
opportunities in the community for faculty
students.

for
“We've gotten calls from the city of Arcata

on econompaid positions for students to work

arch on
ic development projects and to do rese

office is lobusiness issues,” Gainer said. The

cated at 206A in Siemens Hall.
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Crime:
Continued from page 3

these numbers.
Experts call rape the most
underreported crime in America.
victim
the
says
Foster
drives

how

his department

is

able to pursue the case. “We

)
can solve what occurred, (but

that's not saying we will be
able to heal the wounds,” Fos
_ter said. “That's almost impos-

* sible.”

As a society we need to
stop blaming the victim, San-

ford said.
ee

.

“It surprises me when they
or
want to blame themselves
as
have a hard time seeing it
rape,” Sanford said.
“The primary motive for sexval assault is power, domina

tion and control,” Sanford said.
“It's not about how a woman
dances or what she wears.”

Some

more

statistics

rape from the Web site:

on

eWhen compared to nonvictims, rape victims have
been found to be 8.7 times
more likely to attempt suicide.
eOne out of every four women and one out of every six
men will be sexually assaulted
in their lifetime.
eOne in four college women
have either been raped or suffered attempted rape.
eOne in 12 male students
surveyed had commited acts
of
that met the legal definition
rape. Furthermore, 84 percent
of the men who had commited

such acts said what they had
done was definitely not rape.

eWomen who are most often raped are between 16 and

24 years of age.
eThe United
a rape

rate

States

13 times

has

that of

Great Britain, nearly four times
and
higher than Germany
er
high
more than 20 times
than Japan.
eThe number one reason

survivors did not report to po-

lice from 1994 to 1996 was
because of embarrassment,
shame and the desire to keep
the assault a secret.

To look at the entire
sion of UPD’s report,
ww.
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10:10 p.m.

a vehi-.
\ _ |t was reported that

{™m

=~ cle was stolen from the park-

ing lot on 14" and Union St.
However, the person who reported the theft remembered
‘s/he had parked somewhere

"
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ae: © The Depot * South Campus
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October 10

a

=

12:50 a.m.

UPD confiscated a pipe

ee

$4

3

October
12:44 a.m.

i
During a

|
traffic

from Sunset Hall.

11
|
stop on

Western and Sunset Ave.,
UPD confiscated a pipe that

had marijuana residue inside

|

October 9
4:45 p.m.
A vehicle was stolen from

et
Next time put the glass

the Jolly Giant Commons
parking lot. The vehicle was

away when driving home from
a party.

—_jater found by the California
Highway Patrol.

1:46 a.m.

§:01 p.m.

There was report of 10 to

12 people smoking marijua-

na behind Fern Hall. UPD was

Better luck next time boys.

A 50-year-old individual

= was found drinking alcohol in
the quad. UPD advised the

—jations.
~Compiled by Matthew Mais

(707) 442-8920
GRAND OPENING!

“It's a fact of life, that ‘to belong
gives you warm fuzzies all over!”
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Wie are a now global import-grocery-retal
Eureka. We carry products
store openining
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Thai, Korea, Laos,

m,
many more countries.
Japan and
Vieina

also in same iecasion
Better rates!

AMC BOARD CO.

Better service!

NION
321 Wabash Avenue.
Eureka, CA 95501

*@

Better belong!
443-8662
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Recall election finally over
Locals unsure about Schwarzenegger
By Kalei Colridge

ernment.

Locally, 7,719 more

LumBERJACK CONTRIBUTOR

special

With California's recall election over, local
reactions have varied from elated to intensely dissatisfied.
Overall, Humboldt County’s response in
support of the recall seemed

to mimic

election

than

people voted
the

in the

last election,

ac-

cording to the State Secretary Report.
On the state level, 60 percent of the registered voters cast their votes. The Novem-

ber 2002 election had a 51

percent regis-

tered voter turnout.
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“There was a pretty darn large turnout for
this last election...isn't that democracy in
site, the recall
action?” said Fred Mangles, chair of the Libpassed statewide by a 5 percent margin,
ertarian Party of Humboldt County.
4,445,398 voting in favor of the recall.
But there are also some locals concerned
In Humboldt County, 21,786 voted for the
about having Schwarzenegger in office.
recall, or 48 percent of
Native American Studthe voters in the area, acies professor, Joseph Giocording to the site.
“| mM just glad the whole
vennetti said that the NaWithin Arcata, support thing iS over.”
tive American community
for the recall was much
here and throughout the
lower, with an approxistate are bracing themmate 30 percent pro-reSarah Connor
selves for the worst.
call vote.
HSU alumus = “Their casinos make bilMany
community
lions, yet pay no taxes and
members seem.to feel optimistic about the
virtually nothing to the state,” Schwarzenegresults of the election.
ger said In his campaign advertisements,
—
“The whole thing is kind of a joke but it
“Other states require revenue from indi(the state of California) really can’t get any
an gaming but not us,” he said. “It’s time for
worse. Why couldn't Arnold do any better
them to pay their share.”
than Davis?” HSU botany major Veronica
Tribal casinos have not been taxed diVega said.
rectly by the state in the past due to federal
Local candidate and HSU chemistry prolaw.
fessor Darin Price, who represented the NatGiovennetti said Native Americans have
ural Law Party in the recall election, doesn't
already given up 99.9 percent of their land .
feel that having Schwarzenegger as goverand lost most of their people.
nor will be bad.
“| can't believe that Schwarzenegger
“As we have seen, having Democrats
feels we owe something,” he said.
dominate the state government increases
Concern about the way the rest of the nawasteful spending,” said Price.
tion and the world scrutinize California has
Price said he hopes that having a modbeen an important issue for members of the
erate Republican governor will balance out
community as well.
that effect.
There are those worried that all of the
Price, who ran for governor because of
commotion surrounding the election will inhis long-time interest in politics and North
fringe on the state’s success at recovering
Coast issues, said he would especially like
from the current economy.
to see Schwarzenegger honor the decisions
Beth Werner, president of the Society of
pertaining to the water flow in the Klamath
Women Engineers, said, “The whole thing is
River.
a shame because California is a big joke to
Price felt especially strong about the subthe rest of the U.S.”
ject in wake of the large salmon kill that oc“This will make it a lot harder for us to recurred last week, after misallocation of water
ceive help federally, when it comes to getleft the water flow in the Klamath low.
ting our state’s economic crisis under conAs to whether or not Schwarzenegger will
trol,” she said.
be effective, Price isn't sure, but he hopes
Sarah Connor, an HSU alumnus said, “I’m
he will be more efficient than his predecesjust glad the whole thing is over.”
sor.
“I'm sick of my friends from out-of-state
Optimism also spreads to the fact that
calling and making fun of me, and constantthis election spurred a large voter turnout,
ly hearing about the recall and all the related
which may indicate that the citizens of Cali- issues on the news.”
fornia and Humboldt County have become
more motivated to participate in state govof the rest of the state.
According to. CNN's Web
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By Lewy Marsh

sions as chief come with its drawbacks.
“There is definitely less privacy because

Stare Writer

ama public official, “ Mendosa said.

The Arcata Police Department

“When | am with my family in places like the
local grocery stores, people with police questions frequently stop me.”
“But that is okay as it is important that | am
accessible to people in the community,” he
said.

has a new

chief of police who believes in being involved
with the community.
In April, Arcata City Manager Dan Hauser
appointed. Lt. Randy Mendosa as chief of police.
ZF ose

- When someone wrote an off-cotored article

During: the years working with the. police de-

about him, Mendosa said that his wife and two
young daughters were a little upset.
“t realize it is part of the job, and | try to not

partment, Mendosa worked as a full-time police
officer, investigator, sergeant and lieutenant.

let those things bother me,” Mendosa said.

Mendosa, 45, started working for the city. of
.Arcata in 1980 as a reserve police officer.

amen

10Po

| ween

De Dee
-.company while going to. eur
Gt

versity, and.one
day we were

In the job he holds, all it takes is disapproval
among three city council members or the city
manager with Mendosa’s job performance to
lose his position. “That is a concern and sometimes those

eaaier oe
State
Uni-

‘invitetito play

‘softball. vith the police because ‘they needed

“people to:make-a team,”
“When'! met them, they’ were just like regu-

‘things happen beyond your control.”

The average tenure of police chiefs in Cali-

lar citizens, so | thought it’d be kind of fun to
join them.”
He was also attracted to their desire to serve
the community, which to this day still remains a
top priority for him. +

fornia is Currently 2 1/2 years.
;
- Although he has a contract that guarantees

his old job, Mendosa said he'd still feel like a
failure if he had to take up his old:job again.
The council members are pleased with MenA friend and colleague, Ofticer Ed Cashman,
dosa’s effort.
said he had known Mendosa for several yeaa... i ‘ “We are very happy with his work, and perbefore becoming a-police officer.
=.
ne
| don’t know anyone else who works es

- “He understands the town reat will anid how ow
in our system,” Arcata council Michael Mait works and the politics of it,” Castiman said...» ahi said.

Thursday nights at 6 p.m.

son
Nel
Hall
East 15 —
‘Diinner*Bible study-Worship»Prayer |

Desi

imation contact Serene at ret@hunbolde ec

“He gets along with the officers and 1 er =cRark
5
Ranger Brent Chase said Mendosa is
-geante by siwaye stopping: 0 sex FOC OEE EW ‘a very compassionate man and caring towards
_, things
are going,” Cashman said, the community.
On a typical day Mendosa tries to mix the
“He's always willing to talk to. you," Chase
paperwork and the office work to make enough
time available to get out to the community.
Leh
ee
See ere ey Soe eee ®

. lot. of people,” Mendosa said.

Mendosa is glad to be chief of police. “| have
more freedom to make improvements
that | feel

are important
for the department.”
...

46 | THE LUMBERJACK

‘Mendosa said he always ‘tries to shop in
Arcata because he likes to talk to people. And

Sometimes the freedom to make big deci-
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he tikes driving down the road seeing peopic
and waving
back to them.
“I get some very warm responses from people in the community,”
Mendosa said.
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According to the TimesStandard, a tourist from Oregon still remains is critical
condition after having being attacked in the parking lot of the Eureka Inn last
'
week..
A man described as a
transient attacked Thomas
Randolph, 51, of Portland,
with a knife and an ax while
he was putting his luggage
in his car.
Cody Alan Dwire, 29, has

oe

fan attacked
n Eureka

|”

ed murder in the attack.
He had apparently also
slit his wrists and stabbed
himself prior to attacking
the victim.
Donations to help with
bills
medical
Randolph's
are being collected at US
Bank.
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The new store is planned
to open sometime in the
middle of next year.
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store is finally over.
The demolition of the
empty Mongomery Ward's
building in the northern
part of Eureka has begun in
preparation of the opening
of a Target store, according

store will staff be-
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By Serena Zelezny ~ Community Esitor

The Sacred Grounds Organic Coffee :
"; Roasters is probably better known locally for
its café in Arcata. But the coffee company
has also made itself known throughout the

-. world as being an active supporter of organ"

ic coffee and fair trade.
Just last week, Beth Dominick, part owner
and president of Sacred Grounds, was part
of a discussion here on campus called “Cof- fee Country: Can Fair Trade Save the Farm?”
According to HSU Community Relations,
_the program was telecast by KEET-TV. and
was produced by FRONTLINE/World, Public
Broadcasting’s international news magazine.
Dominick said the discussion was surrounding a recent “coffee crisis” and the impacts that business techniques have on coffee production.
“Right now there is more coffee on the
market than there are buyers,” she said. Dominick said this makes it hard to find
good quality coffee.
She said when an HSU student founded

‘Sacred Grounds in 1997, the goal was to only
serve natural organic coffee.
“We buy from 20 different organic coffee
farms all over the world,” Dominick said.

Dominick

said

they

have

coffee

that

Beth Dominick, the president of Sacred
Grounds Organic Coffee Roasters, weighs
coffee beans from Peru for the roaster.

. comes from farms in Costa Rica, Guatemala,
and Peru.
On the Sacred Grounds Web site it said,

tobacco being the other two.”
“Many small farmers consider their coffee
organic by default,” she said. “"But the large
monoculture farms, like in Brazil and Vietnam, spray a lot.”
Dominick said that Sacred Grounds also
strives to buy coffee that is “shade grown.”
This refers to a crop that is covered by a

.. “Our roast master Beth (Dominick) recently
visited [Nicaragua] and has brought back a
delicious new variety of organic Fair trade Nicaraguan coffee.”
“Our farms just continue to improve and
= the coffee just gets better and better.”
“The coffee from Peru is one of my favor7 ites,” she said.

rainforest canopy, Dominick said.

Dominick has been a part of the Sacred.

“it is one-of the largest rainforest remnants,” she ‘said.

Grounds staff since’ it opened. She said she

began as a barista, serving coffee to custormn-

“The

canopies

also

inhabit

some

of the

ers at the coffee shop:
For the last two years Dominick has been
a part owner f the business, making her the

So even the birds that we enjoy so much are

roast master in charge of running and main-

a part of the process,” she said.

seasonal birds that make their way up here.

Sacred Grounds’ devotion to serving organic coffee has helped them get customers beyond:their local coffee shop. Dominick

taining the roasting machine where they roast

their coffee.

“We do about 25 pounds at a time,” me
said shortly after the company was founded,
said.
“Sacred
Grounds began shipping their organ“Each batch usually takes about 14 rhe

ic coffees

utes, of 16 if it is a French’ Roast,” _ Bana
said.
She is and also in charge of. buying the

green coffee and organic certification..;
Dominick said there are several diferent

by mail order.

“A large

part of our business is the mail or-

“ders.” Dominick said.

96,"

ow. | am roasting 400 pounds of

‘sik: Said. "Probably 6 ‘of ‘them will

components that allow the coffee to be offi- - stay here IfPiignboldt County.”
cially certified as “organic.”

..

“There is lots of paperwork,” she said.

“The coffee can't be sprayed or stored
near any chemicals or pesticides from the °
time it is a seedling to when it one. up in
your cup,” she said.
“Coffee is one of the top three most heavily sprayed crop,” Dominick said, “cotton and
lee

th
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gay thet more of our coffee goes
our

» than stays in,” “Dominick

“We take. ‘our ‘coftee seriously,” ‘it said on
the Web site. “And over the years we've gath-

ered quité & bit of information on coffee, the
ecosystem, how they interact, and how we
can enjoy wi both."
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. By Kira Rubenthaler science Eorron
October is National AIDS
Awareness Month, which aims
to promote education about
prevention, testing and care
and treatment for people who
have AIDS or HIV.
Lara Weiss, a senior health
care education specialist with
the North Coast AIDS Project,
said this year the project is
honoring volunteers who work
with AIDS patients.
Weiss said there is a project
where volunteers collect donations from venders at the farmers’ market and drive baskets
of food and flowers to people
in Humboldt County who are
infected with AIDS.
Other volunteer groups give
holiday gifts to children affected by HIV, offer support to
people with HIV and heip educate the community about HIV,
according to a Public Health
release.
Weiss said there will be a
reception in Arcata on Oct. 23
to honor these volunteers.
There is a time lag between

becoming

infected

with

HIV

and having the virus show up

on a test, said Cynthia Pack-

ard, an HIV testing coordinator
for the Department of Health

and

Human

Services

public

health branch.
Packard said most people
test positive for HIV one month
after being infected and 95
percent of infected people test
positive by three months, but
HIV can take up to six months
to show up on a test.
Packard said HIV is most

contagious after the first two to
four months of infection.
“Most people don't

know

they have it yet,” she said.

There are 222 cases of
AIDS in Humboldt County and
58 cases of HIV, according to
an Oct. 10 AIDS surveillance

report.

The rate of people infected
with HIV through needie use

Aids Cases

Death from Aids

:

HIV Cases

is higher in Humboldt County

than in the rest of the state,

Packard said.

“We have a pretty dramatic

problem with IV_drug users,
paged16
on ue
AIDS, contin

y, this
scheduled stop is in Hamburg, German
s Conferweek for the World Uranium Weapon
ence.
A prominent and experienced veteran spoke

about depleted uranium to the Humboldt Bay

Veterans for Peace organization last Friday at

for
“We are blessed for having Rokke talk

rans for
us at this event,” the Chair of the Vete

“All of
Peace organization _ Robert Nelson, said.

Center.
the Arcata Community

Doug Rokke, a retired veteran and depleted

Gulf War, the
uranium expert, served in the first
Vietnam War and the Persian Gulf War.
Rokke spoke about the consequences of dein Afghanistan, ex-Yugosiavia
d
and among U.S. veterans. He also addresse

| how to diminish war and the use of depleted
uranium.

airwy

Rokke has been

with radioactive

by the
disease thought to be caused ont
ami-

uranium he was exposed to while dec
ities in
nating and treating casualties and facil

the first Gulf War.

According to “Rolling Stone,” Rokke suffers

a disease
from “cataracts, kidney damage and

caused
called RADS, a lung-destroying malady

over short
by inhaling hazardous substances

periods.
make
Rokke is traveling all over the world to

er.

“The purpose of war is simple,” said Rokke.
“It is to kill and destroy!”
Rokke said when

a nation

goes to war

t inform people about what
a statemenand
m, 14
see page
Ureniu
. His next
happened to him and other soldiers
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_ uranium: U.S. gave iraq weapons
’ Continued
from page 13

leaders. have a responsibility
to provide soldiers with adequate training, equipment and
medical care.
He said they should not put
soldiers in a position where

they have to think about the
- ethics of what they are doing.
“Those kids over there are

put into a situation where they
have no option. They must
kill and destroy!” Rokke said.
“And all of a sudden you get to
come back, you have to think
about, ‘Holy shit...was that jtified?”
Rokke said there have been
too many military actions that
had
noth-

ing

“

to

came sick within two days of
their initial visit to the tanks
and developed cancer within
two years. ©
When in Saudi Arabia, he
received US mail from a lieutenant at the Pentagon that
started, “Dear Doug, oh shit.”
“Now you know you have a
problem when you get a letter
Calling you by your first name
and not your title,” Rokke
said.
F
The letter confirmed there
are health problems when exposed to depleted uranium.
“Nobody
considered. the
consequences of the contamination, which

:

!hepurposeofwaris

ei"

do with Simple. It is to kill and

gg

destroy.”
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Doug Rokke

first

veteran and depleted uranium expert

Gulf War,
Afghanistan, Panama and Operation Iraqi Freedom.
“Iraq absolutely, definitely
possessed chemical and biological warfare,” Rokke said.
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said.

He

said the protection they had
was defective, and gas masks
came off from the sweat.

“Take

a

breath

and

die’

slowly...slowly...slowly,”

© Last Class will focus on Surviving the Holidays!

Rokke said.

@ Costs: $69 for the six week course. Drop-in $15 per class.
© 300
Park Way © Arcata © 822-3488
@ 1650 Central
Ave. © McKinleyville
¢ 839-9800
@ 721S. Fortuna Blvd. © Fortuna © 725-9464

a

bul-

“The whole thing with war

sold it to them and

kept the receipt!
“We knew exactly where
it was and we knew that they
had produced more because
that's where the equipment
came from. We allowed them
to produce it. Surprise!”
In the first Gulf War, 40 percent of the soldiers who were
in Liberia came back with macured.

ised of apacial diets and exerciee progearns that
leave you feeling deprived and unsatisfied? This 6-week

was

Rokke

them! We

laria, a disease that cannot be

HealthSPORT Academy presents

_tak-

There

' Rokke said that the commanders didn't give the soldiers
necessities such as
immunizations “because. the
military forgot to do that!"
As a result of the friendly
fire that occurred in the the first
Gulf War, no one was allowed
to go into the area without skin

them in 1990. You know how
we know? Because we sent

Talhah
ah Ate

dures

en.

letin _ that
specifically showed how to fix
depleted uranium contaminations and how a contamination
could not exceed 200 counts
per minute in order to decontaminate it. They were using
1,000 counts per minute!”
The U.S. is currently using
depleted uranium weapons in
Iraq, Rokke said.
“You get the uranium all
airborne and every time you
get another explosion...it gets
suspended, blowing up particles again and then the wind
picks it up and blows it all
around,” Rokke said.
He said just a few micrograms of uranium can cause
problems.
“You have the deliberate
spreading of solid radioactive materials—our radioactive
waste, half of which we can't
dispose of effectively,” Rokke
said. “They are spreading tons
and tons of radioactive waste
all over iraq, Kuwait, Afghanistan, Portorico—all over the
place.

“They absolutely did possess

Farming

Rokke said.

is that we have to find better

ways for war,” Rokke said.

". "The results of technology
and war are destroying the air,
water,

and

environment

with

contamination for which we
have no resolution,” he said.
“We have to énsure that ura-

Rokke was given the task
of cleaning the tanks that contained depleted uranium and nium: emigéions_are. banned,
was told there were no health — that medical care is provided
risks or precaution
to take.
s
for everyone, and that environRokke

and

his

team be-

is done.”
clean upal
ment
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By Melinda Myers
Inviteo CoLUMNIST
—

/ have been with my boyfriend for three
years now, and we have been living together for about five months.
/ believe | have become more liberal and
accepting of people's sexual orientations. My
boytriend is quite interested in anal sex, which
/ thought was a gay activity. We tried it about
a@ month ago; we used a condom and lots of
lube. He was very gentle and encouraging, and
/ hated it. | also felt used afterwards, and that
had to be the worst sexual thing I've ever participated in.
Later | wanted him to do something for me,
so | bribed him with anal sex, and it was still uncomfortable for me. | don't understand why it is
so uncomfortable, since | enjoy that area being
stimulated, but entering it is not fun. | also dont
understand his interest in that area since he is
so homophobic. /s he gay?
Or am | a prude?

.

I'm having - trouunderstandble
ing why you'd bribe
your boyfriend with sex of
any kind that you didn’t want
to engage in. It seems like it
would have been much easier
on you to just do whatever it was
by yourself, or get another friend
to help you if necessary.
Sex is fun, and it's supposed to
be. Why make things uncomfortable for
yourself by doing things you don't like?
| suggest you stick with the kinds of sex
you do like.
Sometimes there are activities that one
person in a couple really likes, but the other
likes less. For example, one person might really
like oral sex in a “69” position, while the other

person likes to concentrate on giving or receiving separately.

They can negotiate that in a way

that feels good to them. Maybe they sometimes
do it one way, and sometimes the other.

The difference is that both of them like the ac-

tivities, just to different degrees. But no one ina
relationship needs to compromise about something that they really dislike. To do so creates far
more problems than any “favor" is worth.
1 don’t know if your boyfriend is gay or. not,

and | certainly can't tell by knowing what kinds
of activities he likes. But if he’s in love with you
he probably isn't.
Some people like anal stimulation with penetration, some like anal stimulation but not penetration, and some people don't like either. Sex-

ual individuality is like that.

Collectors Mug!

with any drink special!

Month
the s
Beofer

© Clu Membership!

So is orientation,

but the two aren’t related.
Orientation is about who you love, not just
whom you have sex with nor the type of sex you
like. Not liking an activity doesn’t make you a
prude, and liking it doesn’t make him, or anyone else.gay.
Besides, it’s a stereotype anyway. The most
common activity between gay men is oral sex,
Straight
sex.
anal
not
couples

experience
anal
sex,

ata

as

do

ans.

lesbiIt's that

“flavor
ice

of
cream

analogy”
use

all

|
the

time.

You can

choose

whatev-

er flavors you like,

_ from
~jiere,

Bon
and

Bonliking

syrup
chocolate
on your mango sorbet can develop from
your genes, your experiences or a combination

of both.
if
You wouldn't wo
flayour sweetie suggested or
to
vor and it didn’t sound go
re
you. You'd probably just suggest he not
want
you
if
it
it with you. You can watch him eat
to, or you can taste it and decide whether or not |
se
you like it, or you can suggest a compromi

flavor, but you wouldn't eat it if you hated it, now
would you?
And since we're on a roll, you prob- .
constitution- :
a
support
wouldn't
ably
requiring the government
al amendment
to

censure

anyone

else

who

ate

~

MATTERS OF THE HEART:THE BEGINNING

The heart, the symbol of romantic love is more than

life. It is the only part of
a pump and the sourofce
the body that can know and feel love. Few people
are in touch with their hearts because they’ve been
hurt and built up walls. The heart has a door to open
and let love in or close and shut love out. If you

open your heart and pray for jesus to fill you with

his love, he will be your savior and you will find
love, and contentment, eternal life, a reationship
with god and he will answer your prayers. “God

is love and all who live in love, live in God.” This}.

is the first step in the beginning of matters of the
heart. Askabbie@arcatanet.com

it, either.

EE

for 10 years.
Melinda Myers has been part of HSU’s faculty
ses for the psyShe teaches Human Sexuality and other cour
She owns Good
chology and women’s studies departments.
itive store in Eureka. She
Relations Lovers’ Boutique, a sexlectures frequentis a single mom, with two sons to whom she
you

ive it.love

|

it.

onverge.

me-gemedia.org

questions
ly about sex and relationships. If you have anymboldt.edu.
would like answered, e-mail her at: mm3@hu
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AIDS: Four body fluids can transmit the disease
Continued from page 13
Weiss said.
Transmission through needle use is the second most common way HIV is spread in the
report.
county, according to the surveillance
diagbeing
people
of
group
one biggest
nosed with AIDS in Humboldt County is men~

who have sex with men,” Packard said.

Weiss said in the world the most common
way HIV is spread is through unprotected heterosexual sex.
AIDS can be passed from an HIV-positive
mother to her child when it is born. Weiss said

Packard said there are certain groups of
people who are more likely to be diagnosed
with HIV:
men
@ homosexual
ual
e bisex men
e
uses needies
eon
© somwho
® someone who uses stimulants
sex.
e
has anal
eon
_@ somwho
® someone with a partner who uses needles

;

_ © someone who trades sex for money or
drugs

Public health nurse Geoff Barret said there

there is a push to have

nems = (547) be a time
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ed for HIV.

misconceptions and fears

lag of

pregnant women test- “People still have
Pregnant

wom-

en with HIV can take about spreading HIV through

medicine to reduce drinking glasses or toilets.”
the chances of transmitting the virus. Their
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veloping AIDS.
“They can be

in-

fected for a long, long
time before they get

Packard sick,” Barret said.
babies can also be
Barret
said
he
HIV testing coordinator for Public Health
delivered by cesareknows
people
in
an section to diminish
Humboldt
County
the risk.
who have had HIV for several years and are not
“in a lot of countries they don't have access
sick or taking medicine.
to testing,” Weiss said. “So (the mothers) go to
“Other people get it and in a few years
_ give birth and they don't even know they have
they're on death’s door,” Barret said.
(HIV).”
Weiss said less people are dying of AIDS
HIV is the name of the virus that weakens the
the advent of new medicines that became
with
immune system.
available in 1996. She said the medicine has
Weiss said once a certain level of immune
bad side effects and is very expensive.
deficiency is reached, a person is diagnosed
“Most people who have AIDS in the world
with AlOS. She said there are several ways to
don’t have access to the medicines,” Weiss
measure this deficiency; if a person's white
said.
blood cell count falls below 200, he or she is diBarret estimated that there are 900,000 peoagnosed with AIDS. Weiss said a normal white
ple in the United States who are infected with
blood cell count is 800 to 1200.
AIDS, and about one third of them don't know
“People still have misconceptions and fears
it.
about spreading HIV through drinking glasses
“The U.S. has a fraction of HIV infections,”
or toilets,” Packard said.
Barret said.
Weiss said saliva cannot transmit HIV.
According to the Joint United Nations ProThe four body fluids that can transmit the vigramme on HIV/AIDS, there are estimated to be
rus are: blood, semen, vaginal fluids and breast
42 million people in the world with HIV or AIDS.
milk.
The Programme estimated 5 million people
Weiss said the main way to protect yourself
around the world became infected with HIV in
against HIV is to make sure that none of the four
2002.
fluids that can carry the virus enter your body.
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dren who don't live near a relatively large city
like Eureka.
:
“Now all the kids have the opportunity to
hear the authors,” Quimby said.
Joanne Bauer, who has worked on the festival for more than 20 years, said meeting the
authors in person gives kids a better grasp on
what goes into the creation of a book.
“[They see that] a book has real people behind it. That gives them a sense that they can
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write too,” Bauer said. “It's
a writing inspiration

as well as a reading inspiration."

This. year's events starts on Thursday and
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Getting kids excited about reading is not always the easiest thing to do, but the Humboldt
County Author Festival does just that.
This year, the festival, titled “Authors Uniock
imagination,” will bring 25 children’s authors to
*- Humboldt County and into 60 of the county's
kindergarten through eighth-grade schools so

Friday when the authors will be making their
trips to the local schools. The authors will travel from throughout California, Oregon, Washington, Montana, Utah, Florida and Indiana to
speak to Humboldt County students.
On Saturday from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. there
will be a book sale and autograph session at
the Humboldt County Library in Eureka.

they know.
Lucy Quimby, chairman of the festival, said
that this is a unique opportunity for children to

Author Festival” in the Children’s Gallery of
the Morris Graves Museum will be displayed
through October. The exhibit features the origi-

meet real authors and, because of its initial:

nal illustrations by Joan Dunning for Sneed B.

popularity, the festival has grown into a biennial event.
The Humboldt County Library sponsored

Collard’s “Leaving Home,” a book about the
different ways animals leave home. Both authors are participants in the festival.

the first festival in 1975 with the goal of bringing published authors to Humboldt County to visit schools and teach students about
books—from writing as well as reading, to
the business side of things. The goal hasn't

Those who put the event on see that the
Humboldt County Author Festival really makes
a difference. Bauer says she notices a difference from when the kids first start coming in
to check out books of their visiting author; they

changed, but the scope of the festival has.
The first festival was much smaller and
brought only six or seven authors to the area;
- but now, with the help of librarians, teachers
and other sponsors, the festival attracts more

become more curious and interested in reading because they know the real person will be
arriving soon.
“| see them here at the library,” she said,
adding, “but the real excitement is after the au-

"the students can interact with authors of books

—Allso, an exhibit called “Art of the Children's

and more authors.

thor has visited.”

This year, the Humboidt County Library, Euteka City Schools, Friends of the Redwoods,
the Humboidt County Office of Education, the
Humboldt Area Foundation and KIEM News
Channel 3 are sponsoring the festival.

After the visits the children start referring to
the author that visited them as “my author" and
asking library staff to please order the newest
book by “my author.”
This is just the kind of enthusiasm that Bau-

In 2001 an honorarium was given to the authors for the first time, thanks to a
the Humboldt Area Foundation.
The festival now covers all of
County and what was once a small
grown into something that benefits

grant from
Humboldt
event has
even chil-

er and Quimby, along with all the other behindthe-scenes people on the festival committee,
work so hard to encourage.
For a list of participating authors or more information check out www.authorfest.org or
call the Humboldt County Library at 269-1910.
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blossomed from one song
called “Groundation Chant”

~

from their first album “Tribute

‘Reggae fans are in luck
with the return of Groundation to Humboldt
County.
Expect at least three hours
worth of music played by the
band at Six Rivers Brewery in
Mckinleyville this Thursday.
On stage you will see Harrison Stafford (guitar/vocals),
Marcus Urani (keys), Ryan
Newman (bass), Paul Spina (drums), Shawna Anderson (backing vocals), Kelsey

band

released

its

track of the album

upon the nations. The story
unfolds in 24 hours with the

This will be Groundation’s
first show in two years in
Humboldt County since Café
Tomo closed.
“The vibes were definitely
there,” Stafford said. “People there were embracing the
music, so it was unfortunate
when Café Tomo closed.”
On a more positive note,
Stafford and the band are
looking forward to playing
for the people of Humboldt
County.
“| look forward to that opportunity again because we
have new music and we are
always growing,” he said.

“People are more open and

they are not so quick to judge
certain things.”

Groundation

was

formed

at the Sonoma State University Jazz Program in 1998.
They felt the need to begin
a Roots Reggae project and
spread the message of Raspast and
ta prophets, =
present.

_emerd-wriwing

Know” as a song that is kind
of like a revelation of a problem where people can't re-

to improvise and find new lo-

phone interview.

sat, nov Il kate buchanan room

“Jah Jah

spect each other for their differences.

singer/songwriter —

wainwright MW

But “Hebron Gate” tells the
story of a Dragon War coming

sun rising in the beginning,

setting in the middle, and fi- —
nally rising again at the end.
“In ‘Hebron Gate’ you'll
find some things musically no
one else has ever done with

music,” Stafford said. “We are
able to stack poly rhythms
and do certain cycle rhythms,
which people don't do.”
“Hebron Gate” or the other
two albums (“Each One Teach
One” and “Young Tree”) can
be purchased at local music
stores or on Groundation's
homepage.
The group actually came
out with five albums, but
only three are available, because the others got shuffled
around, Stafford explained.
When asked why he believes people enjoy listening

to Groundation, Stafford said,
“It's the honesty in the music
and the fact we, the players,

30

david ee pe

most recent album in January, called “Hebron Gate.”
The last two songs on the
disc include legendary reggae artists The Congos and
Don Carlos.
Stafford describes the first

Howard
(trombone),
David
Chachere (trumpet) and Mingo Lewis, Jr. (percussion).
“We, as a group, are going
cations and find new spirits of
music,” Stafford said during a

oct

to the Roots.”
The

|

. record-breaking film and doen

Get Groundation
By Larry Marsh
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Check out The Lumberjack online at:

love music.”

The

show will begin Oct.

16 at 9 p.m. Tickets are $8
and only sold at the door for
those 21 or older.
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Go C-Razy Walz
ee

OCT, 17th

SPECIAL TO THE LUMBERJACK

DJ's

NIGHT PARTY
ORV,

OCT. 19th

By Antonio Muniz

.

naation

Old
Town
Eureka
was
jumping Friday night when
lyricist C-Rayz Walz, who
has been a staple in the East
Coast
underground
scene
for years, took the stage. CRayz Walz came with energy
and intensity banging through
new material featured on his
upcoming Definitive Jux release titled “Ravipops (The
Substance).”
Confident with his skills as
an MC, C-Rayz Walz pulled
out all the stops, sandwiching off-the-cuff freestyles in
between a set list of new and
old material,
| caught up with C-Rayz
before he took the stage to
talk with him about the upcoming release, life on the
road and breaking into the
mainstream.
The Lumberjack: How is
: this current tour is it different
from your past tours?
C-Rayz Walz: Right now
this is real different because
it's like my first big tour, where
I'm like really the man next to

stat

RockerT & Jah Yzer
Copeny

Mic

|

‘oe 21th Reggae Dancehall/. reees

When you support

Pacific Paradise

you're supporting
the local music scene
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ing to see me.

LJ: Is the title of the new album “Ravipops” a reference
to some aspect of your life?

eas

CRW: “Ravipops” is an al-

in
heainsied

_ man and cats are really com-

ae
a

wat
TEE
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bum that's a milestone in my
Career it represent the maturation of my whole musical
journey...| had a seed, my
sons’. name is Ravipops so
this [album] is the substance

bak

of me.
LJ: How do you feel about.
music being classified into different genres based on the
content of the MC's lyrics?
CRW: They say God don't
look in the medicine cabinet.

Humans

are

the ones

that

make the labels up...at the
end of the day though its just
the good music and the bad
music.

LJ: On
“Ravipops” you
work with Thirstin Howl Ill, MF
Doom, Vast Aire and others,
how did that diversity add to
the overall vibe of the album?
CRW: | just connected with
everybody on a different level
on the album...and it helped
to make this album complete,
it had substance without any
filler,

LJ: How do you feel about
the amount of exposure your
getting at this point in your career.
CRW: | am hoping that it
bring alot of pressure as far
as what people expect from
me from now on. You really
have to bust your ass on every four bars to make sure
you're felt and heard so when
people walk away there like,
"Yo C-Rayz Walz is dope.’

LJ: One last question what
type of music are your cur-

rently listening to on tour?

CRW: I'm listening to Char-

lie Parker,
Killahs
Wallet.

Sade,

Ghostface

unedited Bulletproof
Also, I'm listening to

alot of instrumental stuff that
cats are submitting for my
new album.

Do you know what ‘Que
La Chinga’ means?
By Lucas O. Cebulski
STAFF WRITER

Que La Chinga is the kind of band you

Que La Chinga celebrated its 1st birthday
last Saturday night with a boot-stompin’ hodown at the exclusive 330 Club in Arcata.
For those who are unfamiliar with this
Eureka/Arcata staple, Que La Chinga is a mix

of good ol’ fashioned rock ‘n’ roll, a little punk
and a hint of country. And by country | don't
mean the poppy, Garth Brooks crap. | mean

Johnny

Cash,

that everyone in the band is having a blast
when they play.

Merle

Haggard

country...the

good stuff.
If someone ever comes up with a way to

mix line-dancing with a mosh pit, Que La Chinga is going to blow up faster than Digital Underground doing the Humpty Dance.

On stage Que La Chinga gets pretty wild.
Well, Keil Cronin (Mandolin/Vocals) does anyway. If you're at a show and see Cronin hop
up on the drum set, back up. When his vocal
part comes up he's likely to leap back down to
the mic and boot anything in his way into the
front row of the audience. Last Saturday it was
a cup of beer but who knows what might be at
his feet at the next show.
Don’t get me wrong, Cronin isn’t the only

character in the bunch.

Bret Bailey (Guitar/

Vocals), Damieon Foster (Guitar), Chris Gaster (Drums) and Brian Gibson (Bass) all have
an impressive stage presence.
It's obvious

might expect to see inside a protective cage
at one of those bars where folks chuck bottles
to show their appreciation of good music.

The bands first album, “The West Coast
Whistle”, will be released Oct. 24 during a
show at the Sapphire Rose in Eureka and
will be available at local record shops. LyriCally, Que La Chinga addresses everything
from rampant consumerism to the hopes and
dreams of indentured food service workers.
Wit and cynicism abound.
Anyone currently working a lame job to put
themselves through school just so that they
can get another lame job after they graduate
will relate to a lot of the songs on this new album. Only it's all set to a happy, knee-slappin’

tune so you don't get all bummed out.
If you have yet to catch a Que La Chinga
show, they play every third Thursday of the
month at the Alibi on the plaza. It's only a
two-dollar cover and well worth the dough.
They will also be playing a benefit for the
McKinleyville Skate Park Nov. 8 at Muddy Waters.

All Que La Chinga has to do is add a guy
blowing on a moonshine bottle and strumming a washboard and they'll be the best local band around.
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Hepa ‘The Bride

“vengeance on each of the cohorts who pat-

_

————
,
;

—
:
———

aor vans

" awakens from her comatose state and seeks

Mendez

ticipated in her murder attempt.
That is basically all one needs to know
, about the story of this film. The director didn't

ements coming together to create a wonder-

fully visceral masterpiece.
Tarantino

and cinematographer

‘Richardson do a

Robert

brilliant job on making this

film look traditional, yet contemporary. There

is the usual Tarantino slickness applied to the
entire movie, but scenes featuring traditional, -

In the opening scene of ‘rely on plot or story to. engage the viewer in
e gardens. and sword-deco- ©
“Kill Bilf — Vol. 1,” the auwhat would be. a completely visual fitm epic. - ‘snowy. Japanes
dojos accent the film.
‘dience. is greeted with
—*Kill Bil is a departure from Quentin Tar- — rated
far as the fast-paced editing, longthe old Klingon proverb
antino's previous dialogue-driven films where - ‘As
“Revenge is a dish best
time Tarantino partner Sally Menke seems as
~ criminal minds.and actions were dissected in
served cold.”
- though she is truly having as much fun chopthe form of character studies.
The movie evenfilm as the characters in the movie:
“This film. throws out any:real use of cere- ‘ping up
tually proves itself to
necessary to follow a are chopping up limbs.

be even

2

dines

colder and

bloodier.
In this first. volume of a two-part
movie, Uma -Thurman plays.a character referred to as
The Bride: Codename “Black Mamba,”
The Bride was part of an assassin group headed by a mysterious and unseen man named
Bill.
some _ yet-to-be-unexFor
reason, the assassin
plained
group shows up at The Bride’s wedding and wipes out the entire party.
They put a bullet in her head and
leave her for dead, but The Bride sur-

vives the brutal attack, remaining slumbered in a coma.

brat. thought typically
Tarantino movie. In fact, the only. things. ce‘rebrat if the film are aitthe cerebral cortexes
by swords.
:
. being severed

There is also original music by rapper!
“producer The RZA, His musical addition to

the film is truly pleasing to the ears as it utiizes old kung-fu movie themes mixed in with
“Kill Bill” is an extremely violent exploitamood-setting sound effects.
tion film. In many ways the film was made as’
With the lack of a cinematic story and pilot
.a throwback to all of those over-the-top Wux- ”
to drive the film, and the over abundance of
ia martial arts films of the ‘70s.
bloodshed, one would think “Kill Bill’ couldn't
The revenge theme. and fast paced fight
exist as a mere collaboration of old B-movsequences are true elements of the kung-fu
ies.
genre that Tarantino loved so much as a kid.
But Tarantino isn’t your typical director.
Even the “And Now Our Feature PresentaHe is a fan who makes movies for other fans.
tion” title card is designed in an old-school,
And “Kill Bill” is a celebration of all those old‘70s afternoon cinema fashion.
school cinematic guilty pleasures, brought
The blood element in this collaboration
together in one action-packed, mind-blowof influences is extremely exaggerated, so
ing movie.
much so that it almost seems cartoonish and
The film ends on a cliffhanger, and it is
campy in the tradition of many exploitation
more than enough to keep you guessing unfilms.
til February when Volume 2, the conclusion,
Curtains of blood spray out of severed
hits theaters with a vengeance.
as The Bride chops and slices her en-

limbs
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Eu Duplex up for sale
_ Stiller and Barrymore fight an old lady
By Larry Marsh
&y

WRITER

Directed by Danny DeVito, “Duplex” is a
comedy about a young couple, Alex (Ben
Stiller) and: Nancy (Drew Barrymore), who buy

quality. Their products are beautifully boxed, and

ks

_ yourself to pretty, printed, scented.
drawer liners in Summer Hill,
Rosewater, Lavender, Spring Rain

=

©

or Nantucket Briar.

?

Six 18 x 24 inch sheets.

Open 7 Deve

1031
H Se. © Arcata © 822-3450

gS

¢ Eureka © 269-9560
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smell great: They make wonderful presents...or treat

nberier
"
seine home and you

he has to work on his book somewhere else,

instead of letting old Mrs. Connelly take up all

leads them to try all sorts of antics to get rid of
their disturbing upstairs tenant, Mrs. Connelly
(Eileen Essel).
Upon first impression of Mrs. Connelly’s
personality, she seems like a sweet old Irish

his precious time. Unrealistically, in a matter of
several days, on his deadline, Alex completes
his book at a coffee shop.
Improvement on acting is needed. For one,
when things go horribly wrong with the novel,
Alex explains to his publisher without a hint of
emotion what had happened to it. Alex gave
the “oh weil” impression when unable to receive another chance to write again for the
publisher.
It's sad to see good talent go to waste in
a lower-than-average film, as is the case with
Barrymore's performance. She's a great ac-

long life. What a surprise to discover she soon
turns into a menace, seeking to strip away the
couple's privacy and their careers.
Though some scenes are funny, Mrs. Connelly’s constant attack through manipulating
‘ Alex and Nancy to do house chores for her
grows irritatingly repetitive rather quickly. Can:
an old lady really trick a pair of young. New
Yorkers?
Variation is simply left out of this movie.
“Duplex” is similar to “Mouse Hunt.”
One of funniest scenes happens when Alex
and Nancy sit down to chitchat about how
much their life would be better off without certain people by killing them. A soft emotional
musical tune plays in the background while

they share fantastical stories.

, Licine tend dar aanaree

tended. If he is supposed to be a writer of nov- _
els,he should be smart enough to figure out

an affordable duplex in Brooklyn, N.Y., which

woman, up in her years, near the end of her

is noted Jor their commitment tc

tances living together to split the cost of rent.
Alex is meant to be well-educated, but
plays like he isn't very bright, which isn't in-

A big noticeable downpour of this film
is the unrealistic love interest with the main
characters. Though they do kiss and cuddle,
the chemistry between just isn't there, which
shows that Stiller and Barrymore are obviously acting for a movie. They resemble acquain-

GAG
15! 008 (MERGEMEDIA
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tress in this movie. Because variation is missing, what little good happens gets washed
down the drain.
DeVito probably knew this movie sucked

and that's why he cowered behind the‘cam- °
era. He didn't even make a cameo appearance.
Most of what goes on centers around the
duplex, which will limit the audience’s attention span. Making the audience glue to one
place for too long isn’t clever.
This is the kind of movie that has been done
before. Nothing innovative will be found here,
so it’s best to wait until it comes out on video
to rent, only if there is absolutely nothing else
to watch.

.

Potter's.

3

& Corn Maze
Challenge the Maze and

get lost while you discover what

and odd things lurk within!

Ask about our night maze!
Open from 12-5 Weekdays

& 10-6 Weekends!

Take Hwy 299, Blue Lake exit
Adults $ 4.00

1¢
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Lose yourself in the Gamer’s Guild
By Daniel Mendez
STAFF WRITER

If your Friday evenings are free and you
have a good, vivid imagination, then you are
already qualified to join the Fantasy Gamer's
Guild.
The Fantasy Gamer's Guild is a club at HSU
in which role-playing games are conducted
and worlds of fantasy are created.
Every Friday evening, beginning at 6 p.m.,
some of the players come together on the first
floor of Founder's Hall and split off into various Classrooms, each one housing a different
game.
Each game involves the participation of the
players’ imaginations, yet they vary in theme.
“Alternity” is a science-fiction-based game,
whereas “Vampire: The Masquerade” is based
on modern-day horror. There is also “Arcana
Unearthed” and “Sorcerer,” but for the most
part, the grandfather of all role-playing games
makes up the majority of the guild.
“Dungeons and Dragons” is the oldest and
most popular of these role-playing games. The
game typically consists of six to eight people
participating in a world where they take on
the identities of dwarves, elves, gnomes, halfelves, halflings and humans. They all interact
in a universe that is created and headed by a

Dungeon Master.
~ . Club president Dave Tuttle has been a gamer for 18 years and spends 10 to 12 hours a

week developing his universe as a Dungeon
Master.
“Personally the biggest appeal is you're
creating a story that's interactive,” Tuttle said.
“It’s not the product of one person's work...
you get a mixture of ideas.”
This mixture of ideas comes from the differing creative minds of each individual player. They control their character's actions, affecting the universe in which they are immersed.
Even though the guild is open to all people
who possess such creative minds, there is a
general belief that role-playing games are just
for the socially inept and introverted.

“A lot of people say it’s for geeks,” Tuttle said. “But | was a ranger jumping out of
planes, | was a high school athlete, we had a
professor playing with us... it's actually a very
diverse crowd and all it takes is an imagination
and a willingness to create.”
There is also the stereotype that role-playing games are strictly a male pastime, when in
fact, there are some female members who participate and contribute to the guild itself.

RESTAURANT & TAPAS

International

Cuisine

Authentic tapas and daily specials from around the globe. Selection of
fine wines and desserts. West African live music and food. Open daily
for dinner
5 pm to 10 pm. Late-Nite Friday & Saturday until | am.
Reservations suggested on weekends.

“There's about 33 people in the guild... and

about 10 of them are women,” Tuttle said. “|
would like to see more female players, women
think different than men.”
Some ambitious gamers of the guild spend
their time creating completely new role-playing games and eventually develop an interactive system of their own devise and personalRole-playing, continued on page 28

Fri 10/17- 7:00pm: SHOSHANNA Middle Eastern Dance

Sun 10/19 - 70dpm: ENEL ALLERT Martr Stel Drummer
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roleie tt games encourage
suicide any more than fishing

does,” Tidd said. “Role playing games can be a time consuming hobby, but time consumption is the halimark of an
entertaining hobby.”
Since the parental outcry
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Gathering” and “Yu-Gi-Oh.”
There are also many popu-

4001977
__ .
1898
——

206,637

games
has found
into interactive card

games such as “Magic: The

1,081,462

$

playing
its way

|

3_izg05se1

lar video games on the market,
such
as the “Final Fantasy”
series, which is based on the ac-

tivity of role-playing.
There has also been a
“Dungeons & Dragons” mov-

ie that was released in 2000.
Although it was not well-received by critics or gamers,
the film is a clear indication

that role-playing games have
mass appeal.
Tidd explained that roleplaying games have allowed
him to explore the high ic'nts
of many different lives, almost
as if he had lived them himself.
“Role-playing is no replacement for the real experience,
but it is a way to do things
through fantasy that you would
otherwise never have an opportunity to do,” Tidd said. “It
is escapism.”

The Fantasy Gamer's Guild
is open to all who want to join

and meets every Friday at 6
p.m. in Founder's Hall 177.

.

“been hearing that we haven't vleved niin {in
this game} we beat-a very-eolid team, an undefeated
team. Now, we have our:toughest test of the season

05,200:

_.. ofthe season.
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jo this . mance against Azusa to the.play of the offensive line, sive
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unit that has seen the field for an average of 37 min- the

Me ~rutes 45.seconds per game this season, good for tops

tranefe

~_ in.the conference. That number exceeds the GNAC's _ with |
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Coppoletta (13) gets by Seattle
Katielder
Freshman midfie
University's defenderon Saturday at the HSU Soccer Field.
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By Brian Haas

1380 9th Street, Arcata
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Please nose: We are not able t0 accept Styrofoam.

Starr Writer
The ‘Jacks take to road for their next two matches, to Monmouth, Ore. tomorrow to take on Western Oregon and then head
off to Nampa, Idaho for a Saturday's matchup with Northwest
Nazarene.
On Saturday, the Lumberjacks were unable to capitalize on
being a woman up for the final 10 minutes of the second half and
both overtimes as they went to a 1-1 draw against Great Northwest Athletic Conference opponent Seattle University.
The tie puts the Lumberjacks at 8-3-1 on the season and 3-11 inthe GNAC. The ‘Jacks are now in 3rd place in the GNAC behind SU and Seattle Pacific University.
With 11 minutes remaining in the second half, junior midfielder
Lesa Lewis was taken down by Seattle forward Stephanie Kerns.
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Kerns was awarded her second yellow card of the day, which re-

sulted in an automatic red card and her ejection. Seattle University was forced to play one player down for the rest of the after-

- Savings

Se
Pn

- Auto Loans
«Credit Cards
- and more!

noon.
Lewis, who is just came back from an injury, was a little shak-

to play in the rest of the conthe play, but continued
en up after
test.
“| didn't know it was her second yellow card,” Lewis, a kinesiee

decir

fell behind early. in game. in the 27th minute
SU junior midfielder Tafara Pulse took
a free kick

from the left corner of the goal box and lofted it over the ‘Jacks

wail and into the top left corner of the net.
The ‘Jacks had a couple scoring chances

in the remainder of

the first half, the best coming in the 38th minute when senior midfielder Jenna Hunter croesed a pass to freshman forward Katie
Coppoletta, who was unable to put it past the keeper.

“We definitely created
the scoring opportunities,” head coach
Andy Gumbo said. “We just didn’t finish.”
The Lumberjacks were able to even up the score 15 minutes
into the second half when Hunter was tackled in the box, the
‘Jacks were awarded a penalty kick. Lewis took the penalty
kick,

and made good oni the atlempt to score the ‘Jacks only goal of

the affernoon.and
tie gamié 1-1.
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Dcscenihis esis mailalan with ese uiiin emis saw five
shots on the attefnoon; bit was unable ‘to ‘convert them into
goals. ©

“! feel like | should have made some of those easy shots,”
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“It felt good, it put us right back in the game,” Lewis said.
Despite out shooting SU 12-4 for the rest of the game, which
included two overtime periods, the ‘Jacks were not able to put
one in the-net and the game ended in a draw.
“When its all said and done, a draw to Seattle isn’t-that
bad,”
Cumbo said. MEE ARG AIK
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Track and fiel
athle
in
cut
budget
_ ByTheSean Quincey

field’s budget presents obstacles for

recruiting in the future. He said the

Opinion Eoiror
Funding cuts to the HSU athletic
‘ department have resulted in operating changes, possible double coach
duties and the loss of a portion of the

track and field program.
The Humboldt State administration

_ Cut over $200,000, ten percent, from
. its 2003-2004 yearly operating budget in response to California's recent
budget crisis.
“tt was a very painful process,”
Athietic Director Dan Collen said.
. “But it was decided that we suspend

‘the field portion of track and field.”
_ All. events of the sports— including
100-meter sprint, 110-meter hurdles,
discus and javelin-throwing— were
guepended for the 2003 season.

-.

_ Long-distance running events over
800 meters were the only portions
spared.

’

in all, 17 athletes were left

success of past programs has been
“very helpful in continuing [track's]
rich tradition and history,” but that it
may be difficult in future years
to recruit because now they compete in

fewer events.
The track and field team is scheduled to compete in fqur meets this
year, the minimum required for that
sport to be recognized by the NCAA,
compared to twelve meets last year.
“| would not have come to HSU if |
knew they were going to cut track and
field like they did,” Matt DeShazo, a
member of this year’s cross country
and track team, said.
|

Student-athletes who ran track last
year will lose a year of eligibility if they
remain full-time students through the

upcoming season.

|

Presently,
HSU alurpni

have put up

money to start a track
on campus
that would offer events'that were pre-

with no place to showcase their tal-

viously suspended.

‘track ath-

ents.

letes have already

up for the

“I'm

not

obviously

happy

with

new club team.

Track and

The soccer programiat HSU is also

Cross Country Coach Dave Wells
said. “My preference would have
been to have all sports take an equal
cut.”
Track and field swallowed 29 percent of the total cuts proposed to the

suffering as a result of' ‘the cuts. Alan

what's going on,” Head

-athietic department,

shrinking their

Exley, Men’s Soccer

set to retire at

Coach, is

Ve end, .and it

has been determined
that the position is not going to be filled
in preparation for next year. Thé salary saving
accordingto . -

documents presented at a faculty and

shonin ceubaastaen etalienababeade
this one, found on the comer of 14th and
LK Wood, can be found locally.
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athletic representative meeting.
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Davie recently informed all of0

the
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ee
Becaues of the budget cut track ond fet wit naalone bebe funded

compete in 100-meter eprint, 11

__ Of thelr reapective budgets could be elim-

33

H

Welle said the cut to track and

carts

i don'tae ps
California State Universities to plan. tor
Pacino
another cut. Potentially 20:percent more - Pi

”
month salary, to a 10-month
same amount
of funds. He then noted while student assistant wages in the
that every sport took a cut from their athietics office, business office and
t
pmen
were reduced.
equiroom

way and do not ail use the

nae

inated, taking effect as soon as next fall.
Thies year, HSU cut $9.3 million, 12.6 percent, from their budget and could have as
much as $13 million cut from next year's
budget.

, whats

Finetws nok muh Wh tet Oey ban OR a
out of track.”

Butler is not looking forward to budget-

related problems that may lie ahead.

"A cut of that size would be diese-

trous,”
he said.
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FOOTWEAR
FOR Min & WomEN
McKinleyville

840-09 68

Eureka

268-808 4

‘sq

this year,” senior linebacker Travis —
Kinyon said. “We now go in to each |
game believing we are going to win. — Fase
There are no ifs, ands or buts about it.

-We're on a roll right now and we want

| senior quaterback Chris Dixon is
ea
si

nea

scdetideeeramtcg acagcnn
ees 7 a
oe

Player of the Week and
ack of the Week.
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Senior Cody Killingsworth (24) free safety nabs _

his 3rd interception on the seasonin the win.

greats inducted into Hall of Fame

Left to right: President Richmond, Brent Wissenbak, Women’s Volleyball, Chris
_ Butterfield, Jennifer Fritz, Dave Colley, Tonia Coleman, and Dan Collen during halftime.

Over the Homecoming weekend five former HSU standout athletes and one team was inducted
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_ Friday the festivities began during a formal dinner banquet in the Kate Buchanan Room where
Chris Butterfield (football, 1993-96), Tonia Coleman (women’s basketball 1994-95 and track and
field 1992-95), Dave Colley (men’s soccer, 1989- 92), Jennifer Fritz (softball 1993-96), Brent Wissenback (wrestling 1972-72 and 1974-75) and the 1973 women’s volleyball team were named into

the HSU. Athletics Hall of Fame.
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into the HSU Athletics Hall of Fame.

“This is one of the memorable functions of the year,” HSU Athletic Director Dan Collen said. “It's
a chance to honor some of the glorious past athletes who have helped shape Humboldt State history.”
The inductees were honored with personal plaques, detailed with a personal action photo and

inscribed with their athletic achievements.

Then on Saturday during the halftime of the ‘Jacks Homecoming football game verse Auza Pa-

cific, the hall of famers were introduced and presented with a lifetime admittance pass to all HSU

In addition to celebrating their athletic excellence their individual action photo was hung on the
Hall of Fame wall. in Forbes Complex next to the other 142 Hall of Fame inductees.

Authentic Urdan

Apparel

‘Jacks will feel the pain of
Killingsworth’s absence
The ‘Jacks defense senior starting free safety Cody Killingsworth will be sidelined for the remainder of his senior season,
due to a fractured fibula on his right leg. The injury took place during the last home game victory against Azusa Pacific.
The ‘Jacks will now have to look to other players to fill the void
of Killingsworth. He ranks 1st on the team and in GNAC in kick
returns averaging 31 yards per return and 2nd in interceptions
with third. He also is third in tackles on the ‘Jacks with 29.
Killingsworth is currently the GNAC defensive player of the
week.
According to Head Coach Doug Adkins, Killingsworth will definitely not be eligible io regain for his senior year of eligibility.

Women’s Walk a sucess

Locally Owned
and Operated
Next to Borders inside
the Bayshore Mall

825-7655

Also Open Evenings
& Weekends

weLEe

Se

Kazhicen Faances Smith, CODT BS

Gift Certificates ¢ Insurance Billing ¢ VISA ¢ M/C

Compete Sets
From

$ 3 9 9 95
Frame
-M athess 2 Pilbws& Cover

$16,380 and women’s basketball brought in the most per player
with $397.

‘Jacks lost 6 of 6 matches
The ‘Jacks take center court this weekend in the East Gym
when they host Seattle Pacific Thursday and Western Washington Saturday. Both games will set off at 7 p.m.
The women’s volleyball team lost two conference games over

the weekend, dropping the ‘Jacks overall mark to 4-13 and 2-7 in
conference play.
The ‘Jacks forgot to pack their offensive game on this road

trip, not winning a single match over the weekend against Northwest Nazarene and Seattle University.

The ‘Jacks collectively were outscored

114-180 in the six

games they played.

On Thursday Northwest Nazarene shut out HSU

in three

games 21-30, 15-30 and 22-30. The Crusaders landed 34 percent of their hits to the ‘Jacks 13 percent.
Junior outside hitter Jessica Murray had a solid game leading
the ‘Jacks with 10 kills, three blocks and nine digs. Senior libero

Kandis Benton also had 11 digs.

On Saturday against Seattle University the ‘Jacks offense was
nearly no existent once again. Not a single ‘Jack reached double

digits offensively in the 15-30, 19-30, 22-30 blowouts.

The ‘Jacks amassed 27 errors and only 29 kills on the night.

true

Nex L. Such, COT CODA

|
_

Once again the Women's Walk, the largest women’s athletic

fundraiser, topped $35,000 in fund raised dollars and is continually growing, said Assistant Athletic Director Tom Trepiak.
“Women's Walk is one of our major fundraisers, which si critical for our sucess,” Trepiak said.
Women’s crew brought in the most overall dollars with

¢ Couples Massage
e Aromatherapy
¢ Reiki Jin Kei Do
¢ Spa Treatments
° Therapeutic Deep Tissue

tion

CHILDREN

“Where is the bong tally?” “Why isn't in the paper?” “That is the only reason | picked up the ‘Jack.”

<

Are some of the remarks most writers on The Lumberjack staff and editorial board hear when the pa- | per is discussed among students.
The Lumberjack has not published the Bong Tally
since last semester because of inaccurate numbers
and lack of timely factuaLinformation at press time.

The

Lumberjack

was

informed

that before

the

University Police Department releases most information on bong confiscation or any drug-related
paraphernalia the court case must have been “adju-

dicated” or a verdict must have been reached. Also

the UPD will not mention bongs or drug parapherna: | lia ceased if there is a weapon or any substance of

higher criminal value involved.
We at The Lumberjack feel it would be a disservice to our readers to publish inaccurate figures.

We also understand the Bong Tally is moreof a
novelty than a resource but it is something The Lum-

berjack has been known for nation wide.

We apologize to our readers who are endeared

with the bong tally. The Lumberjack editorial board
sees where it could give a negative image of the
~ 1 school. However, some of us believe that the Bong
Tally shows the laidback stoic
dent body.
Humboldt County and HSU
blown reputation of being this
culture. There are more things
this school.

HEARING HUMBOLDT

character of the stu-

already has an overmarijuana-controlled
in this county and in

HSU is known for more than just cannabis — to
mention a few: CCAT is a great example, the nursing program is very well known and a member of the
Schatz laboratory toured the country in Lalapalooza
while displaying some of the lab’s experiments.

“No. | think he won
it fair and square so he
should stay in office.”

“|
would.
He
doesn’t seem like the
type that should be in

the position of governor.”
Karyn Kerker

Jake Campbell

Business
Frosh

Pre-Law
Frosh

—

=

te

@.

The bottom line is that The Lumberjack cannot
have an accrate Bong Tally because UPD won't provide the ‘Jack with correct and timely information.

Would you vote to recall Schwarzanegger?

ie
“No. | didn't vote for him but
I'l give him a chance.

There's

“I'd recall him if | had good
evidence and reason to do it.”

plenty of time to recall him later.”

“Hell yeah | would. | don't think
he's honest and he wants to take

away

native

peoples’

sovereign

rights.”
John F. Taloff

Circulation
' Supervisor-HSU
nw

+

eS

Ben Peterson

Business
Sophomore

Kim Alexander

Wildlife Biology
Graduate Student

wich

"Students,

ones are dedicated to mentoring their.

:

just ask students who have been on

campus a few semesters; their list will include

.

‘many lectures along with some

tenured faculty.

It is nice being
Superior to you

of our finest

HSU: has attracted lecturers

with excellent qualifications who have a com- -

_mitment to remaining in the local community.
Nearly half of the instructors at HSU are lectur-

ers and many have been teaching at HSU for

‘several years. While some also work off-campus, we ‘feel ourselves to be a part of HSU.

‘We do not lack energy, commitment; knowi‘edge of skill.

I've noticed

We have the same teaching guties as ten-

ured faculty. Because we often teach introductory, lower-division courses, freeing other
‘faculty to teach within their specialty. areas,

Socrates.
by

Moses

a comparable

was guided
voice

evidence

that

the divine process is working
still: The almost entirely selftaught
Hindu
mathematical
genius Srinivasa Ramanujan
was often guided by a vision
of his goddess Namagiri. The
German scientific pioneer August Keule saw chemical atoms in divine visions, which
helped him conceive of new
scientific

theories.

Even

Re-

nee Descartes had a divine vision of future science one cold
November day as he warmed
himself by a wall stove. So often, in the most innovative research and problem solving,
reason and memory truly paltry and inadequate process.
Great new ideas have come by
divine intuition, not by memory
and logical proof. And remem-

and

by visions as well. Mohammed
was inspired. Even so, in modern secular humanist America,
with electroshock treatments,
thorazine-filled hypodermic sy-

ringes, and truckloads of anti-

psychotic medications at the
ready, medical doctors infected with the ubiquitous secular
psychiatric mindset remain in
steadfast denial of divine talnius ... is in the details. As the
ent, divine guidance, and di- © genius Kekule once said, “We
vine Providence.
must learn to dream, [ladies
‘

Y

here

share

views

like

I've developed a new phi-

weak-minded people use in place of logic to make themselves

Only fools believe that God is dead
more

around

ant is condemning all religion, defined as any set of beliefs that

denits, and create closer relationships through

Here's

people

losophy that | believe might help called Boxism. The first ten-

we often teach more units, serve more stu-

Dear Editor,
In response to Mark Jassa's
brief letter and other relevant
letters published in the October 8 issue of The Lumberjack,
and in the indomitable spirit of
Josh Rhodes, there is indeed a
complex approach to resolving
the seemingly perpetual atheism-theism issue.
A divine voice no one
else could hear often guided

many

mine, but they may lack direction.

and] gentlemen.”
Perception of the numinous
or holy truly is a faculty in many
humans. The evidence is in personal testimonials and also in

direct perception. But a person
doesn't need to humanize the
divine. The divine has brought
inspirations to solve the hardest problems for Srinivasa Ramanujan, Moses, Mohammed,
Joan of Arc, and many others
you can learn about by diligent
study. This why, famous or not,
whoever says “God is dead”
really needs to have their head
examined. The evidence presented by many geniuses can't
realistically be denied. And as
the often-inspired genius Da-

vid the famous Old Testament
psaimist said, “The fool hath
said in his heart, “There is no
Josh Waters
Trinidad

feel safe and self-important.
As we all know, things we don't understand are scary. If
we don't understand something we can't control it and with-

out control we aren,t safe. Tenant two solves this problem. All

you have to do when confronted with something you don’t understand is pick the characteristics you want it to have, label it
and place it in a box.
This system works on anything. Hitler was bad. | don’t want

another.

In order to prevent that we

must

understand

what

made him that way. Hitler was a Christian; any relation to other
Christians is inconsequential as long as he or someone else
said he was, so we place him in the Christian box, which then
goes in a larger box called Religion, defined arbitrarily to suit
my own desires. So now all we have to do is destroy that box
and all those bad things go away.
In addition to instant understanding, | also save time as I've
nothing left to learn. Learning is quite deleterious to this philosophy as new information might contradict previous opinions.
If I'm contradicted, | might be wrong. If I'm wrong, it means |
don't understand and if | don't understand how can | have dominion over the darkness? That would be scary.
Boxism doesn't just abate fear; it also makes me feel better
about myself. If | can create a singje label for religion and determine it for the weak, then all the religious are such. If 98%
of people consider themselves religious, I'm automatically suPerior to most of the worid. Not only am | awesome due to my
complete understanding of so many issues, but I’m alg without equal. | feel so warm and happy inside, like all my fear has

been washed away; it’s almost religious. Crap.
Kyle Findlan

Wildlife Senior
Arcata
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team the Boston Red Sox and

before that the Disney team

~ heart and soul of fans by trad-

+
tne

is Bad Ait
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_

reers as if they were marbles
Stadium a better experience
or baseball cards: Rupert
than it is now. From decades
Murdock's partners wanted
to sell the team because it, of going to the stadium and
being a die-hard fan, all | can
wasn't making any money.
say that every time you go to
. Maybe more people would
attend if your biggest purchas- -the ravine — win or lose — it
es of the year were not Ricky - isa memorable time.
Head honchos, come on,
Henderson arid “The Crime.
and make up your mind if you
Dog” Fred McGriff. These two
want to buy a team or not beplayers are legendary and will
cause
be in. the

|
ots

ee i. a a ded Bains

a

nO

hall

of

fame, but

Rants of a Moron | some

if you are
little a team that has not won
a World Series in about a Cen- . trying .to
tury, but someone who bleeds
Dodger blue ought to own the

team that | adore.
The media has speculated that Frank McCourt, new
owner, paid an estimated sum
it has happened again. The - of $450 million for the club
(which is valued at $325 milLos Angeles Dodgers have
lion), the Dominican Repubtic
been sold to someone who
should not have anything to facilities and the Vero Beach,
do with the team. First it was to Fla., training facilities, the stadium and an added 6 televian Aussie who was only internow
sion stations.
ested in a quick buck and
beto
Not
Obviously these rich snobs
fan.
Sox's
Red
to a

be competitive
two guys
who are
in there 40s and one is playing first base in a walker will
not cut it, especially in the National League west.
More importantly, baseball
is not about money. It is about
getting 55 saves in a row, eating hot dogs, drinking beer
and yelling at the rival team
in a overzealous while

by

lives

Luis Molina

voive

re-

around

fall
the
classic.
There
a
are
couple of things that are beneficial in this real-estate deal
— the Dodgers are not owned
by FOX, they are again a family team and the McCourts are
baseball fanatics.
Unfortunately the family is
not a Dodger family. Earlier

this year it McCourt wanted
toi

his family’s hometown

south.

miles

a couple

ing stations, stadiums and ca-

Arte

Moreno purchased the Anaheim Angels.
McCourt may

be a better

owner than almost-owner Alan
Casden who wanted to tear
down the stadium in Chavez
Ravine and build it close to
the Staple Center. Is he stupid or something? He is from
Southern California; he should

know that Dodger Stadium is

the gem of Los Angeles.
All | am saying is the Dodgers and most athletic clubs
truly belong to the fans and
should stay that way. They are
nothing more than spectacles
for the masses not fortune

500 businesses to be bought
and sold as if they were used
cars.
Luis Molina is the editor-inchief of The Lumberjack and if
he had five minutes alone with
Frank McCourt, he'd probably
lose in a fight but he would
definitely break a lot of stuff
in his million-dollar, Sox-lov-

ing oftice.

Key Definitions
Basic identity and con-

Sun

3 scious purpose
Moon
habitual

Emotional
tendencies,

makeup,
“sub” con-

scious state.

Mercury Rational mind, adaptability, communicating

and learn-

ing style, left brain activity
Venus Attraction force (to and
for others) values, social interac-

tions, finances

:

Personal .desire nature
Mare
leading to action, how you use

| physical energy, will and direction
Jupiter. Belief systems, search
for truth and meaning, personal

quest
Saturn

Discipline style, need

for structure and order

ey

Uranus
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freedom

from

past

limita-

Connection to the
Neptune
Source, transcendence, going be-
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ness,
tions

\ndividuality, unique-

self to experience

merging

with the whole, imagination and
| dreams
Pluto Regeneration capacity,
« how we let go of old patterns to reF new ourselves

overlooked at times
Staffer comes to realize what
true friendship means to her
Some people are too perfect. They just amaze, surprise
and fulfill me when | least expect it. True friendship is hard
to find, and even harder to hold onto for that matter. But
_ when you realize what you've had all along, open your eyes
to the person right next to you who you've been through so
much with...it's overwhelming. And beautiful. Friendship
that is..
Some people are just too wonderful for words. Their kindness and splendor must be experienced first-hand to be
appreciated.

Over the weekend | came to an understanding with myself and those closest to me. True friendship transcends all
obstacles, hurt feelings and time. The best can read me
like a book, know what's on my mind before | tell them, and
know when | need a shoulder to cry on. They teach me more
about myself than | thought possible. And know how to get
a laugh out of me when everything else is crumbling apart.
This piece is for someone who got me to question life's
possibilities and whom I've known for many years, but am
now recognizing what an impression their friendship has
made on me.
When | took the wrong path (quite a few times) you didn't
judge me by my actions.
You kept an open ear and heart, and though we drifted for a while, in our separate worlds making our journey
through school, you didn’t hold anything against me. If anything, it made our different experiences that much more colorful and rich.
And now we're seniors...remember that sunny day (was
it sunny, or was it just you?) back during freshman year
when

you sat down

next to me? Asked

my name,

all the

while knowing exactly who | was. Making fun of me and my
strange ways, those late-night conversations about every-

thing...that's what friendship is all about. And | thank you.
For being you this weekend and every other time.
Thanks for always being there, my Bernal bud. You're my
sunshine.

ae weird tal
‘day, the night belore | had seen
original U.S., documents: that

including

‘health ‘pecbiarnls
death.

Yes, the U.S. govern-

‘ment is not only using it to kill

ne

all over the world, acothanictaly

“Up,
anyw
:
"The worst pert is the government isn't:even educating the
people who are in contact with
its adverse effects everyday,
the military.

Tanne

flated tiataet aed itsges,

a

At ULC. Berkley there ig a ral-

Processing that information tion of: which is. distributed at
had made feel a little bit tilted
that evening. | was definitely in ©
-@ different state. a coneciousness.

\ ertinich at the game just
before kick. off and within the
first minute | saw the hardest
hit [had ever Seen at a football

game

" Granted, | have only been to

Jacks’
C

_ the

Do you agree with all this? We doubt tt
tj 1 $
4
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Hip-hop. 8 p.m. $1S/HSU students,

3 ‘Stewoot String Band
ei.

People Under the

|

ee 9 pan. $3 cover. 21+.

One Wise Sound

Klamath River Slideshow

Dancehall reggae DJ. 9 p.m. $2. 21+.

Blues-folk guitar. 9:30 p.m. Free.

Lee and Friends
at AfroDisiaco

~ Collective
jazz. 7 to 9 p.m. Free.

Groundation

.

A petformance
by Native American,

~ + Robert Greygrass.
This an Indigenous
_. Beople’s
Week event. 7:30 p.m.’

Native American
on campus, et the South Lounge

This is a chance for Native Americans to
during Indigenous
People’s Week. Food
will be served. 4 p.m. Free.

Mamet

Eureka, MocKinieyvitte

From 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. at the Henderson

Center, Eureka, then from 3 to 6 p.m. at

- the McKinleyville
Shopping Center. -

Film Festival —

the Kate Buchanan
Room

‘7 p.m. Tickets are $5 in advance at Center

Monster Truck Races

FRIOCT17

Tickets are $20 in advance for box seats,
$25 at the gates day for box seats, $15 in
advance for general admission, $17 at the

Laurynda Allison

SeSere Cragin

at Westhaven Center
for the Arts

Jazz. 8 p.m. $5.

Elliot
Nelson Hall East 113
Elliot is an author and will be speaking
about his group home experiences.
8 p.m.

Lux Nova
at Sacred Grounds

Electronic music.
8 p.m. $3.

Bump Foundation
at Saltire
Rose Cafe

Faculty guest artist, piano. 8 p.m. $15/

general,
$7/ students, seniors.

Black Box, Winston Smith

Rebecca

at The Placebo

at the Fulkerson Recital

Hard core/punk
rock. 8 p.m. $5.

Faculty guest astist, piano. 8 p.m. $15/
general,
$7/ students, seniors.

Chubritza

at Rumours
Reggae band. 9 p.m.

Tours will be given at 2 p.m.

The Zin Din-Wine Dinner
A special dinner to accompany
the five
featured Zinfandels.
Call the restaraunt
for prices and reservations.
7 p.m.

call 826-6059. Free food and drink. Free
event.

TUESOCT21
Whole
Foods Workshop
on campus,
at CCAT

Discuss what make for a healthy, whole

foods diet. 3 p.m. Free.

Room A.

The Humboidt County DCC will hold a

political reports will be discussed and local politicians will speak. 7 p.m. Free.

Match

Heights Casino
Call 1-877-215-1340
for the line-up.
7:30 p.m. Buy tickets at.the casino for

Cultural Sharing Night

$35/ ring seats, $29/general.

~ @ potluck dinner, as part of Indigenous
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To help out with their pledge drive anytime betwwen now and Saturday, anytime
between 6 a.m. to noon or 4 to 7 p.m.,

ence

the Green and Gold Room
Share food, songs, poetry and stories at
People’s
Week. 6 p.m. Free.

MONOCT20

at the County Court Room, Eureka, Confer-

8:30 p.m. Free.

at Avalon

Guided Tour of CCAT

(See Friday and Saturday’s entry.)

- Democrat Central Commitee

a Cate Mokka

Massagana

gates for general admission, $10 for kids
3 to 12, free for kids 2 and under, when
accompanied by a paid adult. Ticket prices admit entry to each three-day event.

at KHSU

Sine Ponorer Roca

Rock band. 9:30 p.m. Free.

at Redwood Acres

Volunteer at KHSU

Free.

Acoustic performers.
6 to 9 p.m. Free.

Edge, $7/door,
_ Activities or Adventure's

"$4012
and under.

$7. 21+.

altanek: 9 p.m. $4. 214.

Funk band. 9 p.m. $3. 21+.

Easanlae wo mabe sencable: Ghiiast
pads.
3 p.m. Free.

cesmer's

at Saffire
Rose Cafe

Rock ‘n’ roll. 10 p.m. $3. 21+.

Lyckitty Split

Fes

at Six Rivers, McKinleyville

Plus Rocker-T, Jah Yzer. Reggae. 8 p.m.

n

at Humboldt Brewery

Roots reggac. 9 p.m. $8. 21+.

Warrior Shelter, Hi-Fi

Gates
open at noon. Show starts
at 2 p.m.

Belly Dancers. 7 p.m. Free.

at Six Rivers Brewery, McKinieyvile

Monkey, plus special guests

Fasten,
uica, Bump Foundation

Bluegrass. 8 p.m. $5. 21+.

.

at the Kate Buchanan
Room

Gaelic band. 8 p.m.

The Buffy Swaze, The Spider
Bites
at The Alibi

at AfroDisiaco

Jackstraw, Lazybones

at

—

at Six Rivers Brewery, McKinieyvibe

at the Fulkerson Recital Hall

Master steel drummer. 7 to 9 p.m. Free.

Plus Tim McKay will speak on water al-

Shoshanna & the Lailaa Chandani

Walking
on Turtle island

at AfroDisiaco

Groove band. 7:30to 11 p.m. Free.

David Branson

-

at the Wharfinger Building

more information. 7 p.m.

at the Plaza Grill

Capercailli

Ska. 7 p.m.

Enel Allert

locations and fisheries. Call 445-2690 for

THURSOCT16

(See

at The Placebo
Photo courtesy of peopleunderthestairs.net

_ at Rumours

SUNOCT19

i SATOCT18

cs iibamana vein

Tpm.

Monee

get

Sunday's
entry for price.)

ee

aes

Plus Kid Icarus, DJ Gerber. House, drum _ See Trucks, get autographs.
8 p.m. (See
—_—
Sunday’s entry for price.)

F <2

gt'the Placebo

| |

Monster
Truck Pit Party
at Redwood Acres

Monster Truck Pit Party

Talent Show, One Reason
.

DJ Red, Matt Salcido
Call for information.

GOTANYPLANS?

|

Let us know at CaiachGnmbett edu
» POV. 2AOWIEH IS, VOY

ow

\

a

NEW & USED COMPUTERS
for school. Used TVs, monitors,
printers at great prices. 317 W 7th
St. across from

Eureka

Grocery

gle occupancy, double negotia-

ble.

Phone

& DSL

possible.

Orleans area. See www.omrl.org.
k@omrl.org, 530-469-3218.

Outlet. 441-0700. Mon-Fri
11am-5Spm.

ied

TIN CAN
MAILMAN
buys
books, including textbooks, daily
from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. Cash or
trade credit—your
choice. Comer of

10th and H. Friendly staff, wonderful books. Since 1972. 822-1307.
PRISONER
SEEKS MAIL from
penpals. SWM serving long time
in prison would like a penpal; any

ity to exchange letters and smiles
with. Will answer all! (No “stickers”

FOREST VIEWS.
Five minutes to HSU. Nicely remodeled
mobile home. Furnished 2 BD
1 BA

Lg.

Yard.

Garden.

Two

MODEL SEARCH Sun Chaser
Studios is searching
for models
to be photographed
in Northem
California.
No experience is nec-

essary. All applicants
must be 18
years of age to apply. For further
information
send a photograph,
your

contact

information

and

a brief resume to: Sun Chaser
Studios, Redwood Project, P.O.
Box 1066, Crescent City, CA
95531 or by e-mail to sunchasers
tudios@msn.com.
Call (707) 4649628 for more info.

Unlimited

Service

and

Design.

Internet access

$15/

and

add

color

LIFE and

to your

soa

oon

(707) 822-8201.

2Ha visto bastante saisa turistica? zTiene su profesor una falta
de experiencia verdadera? Para
elegir un maestro auténtico, vea

‘87 SAAB

- hatchback.

9008

Sliver 2-door

Generally

in good

shape, but needs new transmission Make an offer. Erik or Jenn,
- 677-9269.

the perfect card to cheer up.

der. Cards to make you

lol, cry,

ponder at Plaza Design on the

room.

Halloween night le "Rocky Horror
Picture Show” at midnight
with
“Psychotic Cabaret” live on
stage.
ALL SEATS $6.

Hang a starlight or colorful paper lantern.

Lanterns

ready to

plug in, hang, turn on for $15.50
at Plaza Design on the Plaza.
Open everyday.

RCAA AMERICORPS‘VISTA
Program is seeking applicants for
placement on a local human ser-

REDWOOD ACRES Satellite
Wagering Facility. Watch ‘n
Wager.

Horse

Racing.

Pari-

Mutual Betting. Food, Beverages,
FREE Giveaways Daily!!! $2 admission for each student. 3750
Harris St, Eureka. Call 445-1756
or 445-3037 for further information. www.redwoodacres.com

vice agency. Prefer experience in
one or more of the following: developing and evaluating programs,
recruiting
volunteers,
grant writing, planning program
activitities, organizing collaborative efforts, and many other skills
that contribute to the sustainability of programs serving low-income clients. Receive living al-

lowance

of approx.

$9,000/yr,

health ins., childcare (if eligible),

and a $4,725 educational stipend
or $1,200 cash award at the end
of 1 yr. of service. Cannot
be a
or

employed

during

affect public benefits you are re-

ceiving. Positions begin 1/30/04.
Call 269-2025.
.

month. Excellent
tech support and
customer service. Locally owned
and operated. aa

-_ and online at www.libation.com.
UP. Find. "4

Plaza. Open everyday.

UP YOUR

Wines start at

$5 a bottle. Open every
day of
Stine: week, Libation is on the
Arcata Plaza at 761 8th Street

LIGHT

VISTA term. Participation will not
Internet

are our specialty.

patch up, make up for any blun- -

student

JADA COMMUNICATIONS.

SO YOU GOOFED

around
the world. Belgian Ales

decks. $24,000. Call Chuck @
822-1694/owner.

on env. or letters, no polaroid photos allowed!)
Please write soon to:

Danny G. Bowen #C-20552,
H.U.
430/1.19u, P.O. Box 9, Avenal,CA
93204-0009.

EDUCATE YOUR PALATE!
Libation has the best selectionof

KLAMATH RIVER CABINS,
$285.-/Mo. plus utilities for sin-

FRATERNITIES
- Sororities Clubs-Student
Groups.
Earm
$1,000 - $2,000 this semester
_ with a proven CampusFundraiser
3 hour fundraising event. Our
free programs
make fundraising
easy with no risks. Fundraising

dates are filling quickly, so get
with the program! it works.
Contact CampusFundraiser at
(868) 923-3238,
or visit www.cam
pusfundraiser.com.

NEED AN EXTRA $36,000 a
able. 50 high traffic locations.
Cost $5,000. Help find missing

children 1-800-568-1392 or
www.vendingthatworks.com.

Hollywood Production Co.

seeking videos for
new TV show!!!

BAY BOAT RIDES, Rentals &
Lessons. Sail, row, kayak and
Water

Taxi

tours,

clinics

and

classes ongoing for young and
old.
Tour
Humboldt
Bay's
sloughs

and

islands

from

Woodley Isiand Marina. Click on
humboats.com

or

Boats: 707-444-3048.

call

Hum-

nanage

usigqn

ne dS ee

LASSE

Oday

upt

Bill Pay

»

an
Food

All your banking needs will be a click away!

RP DT Cee
ae

RSA
oe

$e

hie

bt2.

t_and you'll get free

your

*Offer available
ni

1103 G St
Arcata

701 Fortuna Bivd.
(Inside Safeway)

G St
605
Eureka

822-3642

725-2799

443-4542

Visit a banker today!

or by telephone.
Wells Fargo College Checking accounts opened between 8/20/2003 and 10/31/2003 et select Wells Fargo bank locations. Not available on accounts opened at wellsfargo.com
must be completed within 30 days of account opening. Offer remains valid while statements are received online. Monthly service fee waiver is tied to your graduation
ie limited to 60 months for qualifying customers. Otherwise, Bill Pay is $6.95 per manth (includes up to 25 payments per month; each additional payment

“yn

© 2003 Wells Fargo Bank, N.A. Member FDIC
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SAUNA

CABINS

